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Abstract— We present a control framework for multiple
under-actuated quadrotors, whose collective center-of-mass po-
sition and internal formations are teleoperated by a human user.
Simulation results are presented to illustrate the application of
the theory.

I. INTRODUCTION

These days, there has been increasing interest in various
application of quadrotor. But due to their small size and not
enough payload, implementation for real tasks, particularly
those involving manipulation tasks, has not been widely
available yet. To overcome these problems, using multiple
quadrotors can be one of solutions [1]-[5]. In particular, when
the quadrotors make a certain formation with a hose attached
below, many useful application can be found, e.g. to paint
the wall where men can hardly reach, or to extinguish a fire
in hazard areas, just to name a few. On the other hand, in
many practical applications, fully autonomous control cannot
be done because of uncertain environments, therefore some
form of human user teleoperation is favorable [5], [6].

In this paper, we present a control framework for mul-
tiple quadrotors, which allows a human user to directly
teleoperate both their collective centroid position and inter-
nal formation. To achieve such control of multiple under-
actuated quadrotors with precise formation-keeping, here,
we adopt our recent results [2]. More precisely, we utilize
passive decomposition [2], which allows us to decompose
the mutliple quadrotor dynamics into two aspects (i.e.,
internal formation and overall maneuver) and also control
them separately/individually. We also utilize the backstep-
ping technique [6] to address the issue of under-actuation
of quadrotors for achieving rigid formation-keeping and
centroid maneuver driving in SE(3). In addition, we extend
the theory to teleoperation with 6-DOF haptic device, such
that user can give translation and rotation inputs which
will be directly connected to position and orientation of
the formation itself. In that sense, manipulation of haptic
device for desired formation can be done by a human user
intuitively. Simulation results are presented to illustrate the
theory.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II presents dynamic modeling for under-actuated quadrotor
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and a brief summarize of recent result with passive decom-
position followed by application scheme to teleoperation.
Simulation results with teleoperation are presented in section
III. Conclusions and future work are discussed in section IV.

II. CONTROL DESIGN

A. Modeling

We consider N quadrotors each evolving on SE(3) ac-
cording to the translation dynamics and attitude kinematics:

miẍi = −λiRie3 +mige3 + δi (1)

Ṙi = RiS(wi) (2)

where subscript i stands for ith quadrotor, mi > 0 is the
mass, xi ∈ <3 represents the Cartesian position of quadrotor
w.r.t. the NED inertial frame with e3 = [0, 0, 1]T representing
its down-direction, Ri ∈ SO(3) describes the rotation of the
body frame w.r.t. the inertial frame, λi ∈ < is the thrust along
the body-frame down direction, wi := [w1

i , w
2
i , w

3
i ]T ∈ <3

is the body frame’s angular rate relative to the inertial frame
represented in the body frame. g is gravitational constant,
δi is the disturbance, and S(?) : <3 → so(3) is the skew-
symmetric operator defined s.t. for a, b ∈ <3, S(a)b = a× b.
For more details on the quadrotor dynamics, see [6], [7].

B. Passive decomposition with backstepping

Our main contribution is to extend the theory of [2] to
the case of teleoperation of the formation among multiple
quadrotors, so let us briefly introduce the theory. In [2],
a control of multiple quadrotors for the case of balanced
information graph is proposed. With passive decomposition
method, it is possible to achieve two control objective:
1) formation shape control, 2) centroid trajectory tracking
control. Also, backstepping technique was utilized to address
the issue of under-actuation of quadrotors. For more details,
see [2], [6].

Following [2], we can obtain decomposed closed-loop
dynamics

mLz̈L = mLz̈
d
L − bLėL − kLeL + ηeL

M̄ z̈E = M̄ z̈dE −BE ėE −KEeE + ηeE
(3)

where eL := zL − zdL, eE := zE − zdE , and zL, zE are
locked and shape system variables which, respectively, stand
for centroid position and formation shape as in [2]. Also,
ηe = [ηeL; ηeE ] is control generation error induced by under-
actuation of quadrotor. Note that desired trajectory here,
zdL and zdE are to be teleoperated as discussed in section
II.C. According to (3), we can guarantee the convergence
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to desired trajectory if ηe = [ηeL; ηeE ] → 0 which can be
attained with backstepping update law

η̇e =

(
η̇eL
η̇eE

)
=

(
−γL(ėL + εLeL)− αηeL
−γE(ėE + εEeE)− αηeE

)
(4)

For the details, see [2], [6].

C. Teleoperation
For teleoperation, we use 6-DOF haptic device (e.g. Phan-

tom Omni) whose 3-DOF translation and 3-DOF orientation
are respectively used to tele-control the position/orientation
of the formation among the multiple quadrotors. In this
paper, we consider unilateral control, that is, we only give
input but not recieving any feedback from haptic device.
Bilateral control with force feedback will be covered in
future work.

By applying passive decomposition, we can consider a
team of quadrotors similar to a virtual structure, that is,
the entire formation is treated as a single rigid body [4].
Here we introduce x̂ ∈ <3 and R̂ ∈ SO(3) which is,
respectively, 3-DOF translation input and 3-DOF orientation
input each serves as virtual position and virtual attitude of
virtual structure.

We design desired behavior in (3) as follows:

zdL = κL(x̂+ R̂dc)

zdE = κE(Ω⊥ ⊗ I3)(R̂⊗ IN )D0

(5)

where κL, κE ∈ < are constant gains, Ω⊥ ∈ <(N−1)×N

is upper-partition of Laplacian, D0 := [dT1 , d
T
2 , · · · , dTN ]T ∈

<3N and di, dc ∈ <3 are, respectively, the initial position of
ith quadrotor and the formation-centroid position relative to
the virtual position. If we set virtual position x̂ to coincide
with centroid position, dc becomes zero. Also, ⊗ is the
Kronecker product and In ∈ <n×n is the identity matrix.
Here zdE has been derived from xdi = x̂ + R̂di where
x̂ is cancelled out because of balanced graph. Note that
desired centroid position zdL is directly connected to the
virtual position x̂, and R̂ serves as a rotation operator for
virtual structure. As a result, we can intuitively manipulate
the position and attitude of a team of quadrotors.

III. SIMULATION
We consider a scenario of three collinearly aligned quadro-

tors, as one of examples, that their behavior are manipulated
by human user with teleoperation. Simulation is developed
in C++ with Phantom Omni haptic device and the results are
described with MATLAB.

The simulation results are presented in Fig. 1, where the
top plot shows the trajectory of quadrotors and a virtual
position; section 1 to 2 is the taking off period and manip-
ulation begins from section 2. As indicated in the figure,
we translated quadrotors in straight line between section
2 and 3, and from 3 to 4, we controlled virtual attitude
of the formation which made quadrotors rotate as a team.
The bottom plot shows the tracking error of locked and
shape system. First they quickly follow up from the initial
state, then they consistently track desired trajectory which is
calculated from (5) according to human user’s input.
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Fig. 1. Simulation results

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Control framework presented in this paper has numerous
opportunities to extend/implement in real application. Also
with designed teleoperation scheme, it is possible to over-
come the limitations of purely autonomous control and hu-
man user can manipulate a team of quadrotors intuitively. We
are currently working on: 1) improving human-interaction
to bilateral by including force feedback to haptic device,
2) extending the theory for various behavior of multiple
quadrotors, and 3) real experiment and implementation.
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